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§ 63.5

For travel in a privately owned vehicle,
reimbursement will be in accordance
with the provisions of the Federal
Travel Regulations.
(b) Excess baggage. Excess baggage as
deemed necessary by the Agency.
(c) Per diem allowance. Per diem allowances in lieu of subsistence expenses while participating in the program in the United States, its territories or possessions and while traveling within or between the United
States, its territories or possessions
shall be established by the Secretary of
State from time to time, within limitations prescribed by law. The participant shall be considered as remaining
in a travel status during the entire period covered by his or her grant unless
otherwise designated.
(d) Allowance. A special allowance in
lieu of per diem while traveling to and
from the United States may be established by the Secretary of State, within limitations prescribed by law.
(e) Tuition and related expenses. Tuition and related expenses in connection
with attendance at seminars and workshops, professional meetings, or other
events in keeping with the purpose of
the grant.
(f) Books and educational materials allowance. A reasonable allowance for
books and educational materials.
(g) Advance of funds. Advance of
funds including per diem.
[44 FR 18019, Mar. 26, 1979, as amended at 49
FR 12214, Mar. 29, 1984. Redesignated at 64 FR
54540, Oct. 7, 1999]
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§ 63.4 Grants to foreign participants to
lecture, teach, and engage in research.
A citizen or national of a foreign
country who has been awarded a grant
to lecture, teach, and engage in research may be entitled to any or all of
the following benefits when authorized
by the Agency:
(a) Transportation. Accommodations,
as authorized on steamship, airplane,
railway, or other means of conveyance.
For travel in a privately owned vehicle,
reimbursement will be in accordance
with the provisions of the Federal
Travel Regulations.
(b) Excess baggage. Excess baggage as
deemed necessary by the Agency.

(c) Per diem allowance. Per diem allowance in lieu of subsistence expenses
while participating in the program in
the United States, its territories or
possessions and while traveling within
or between the United States, its territories or possessions shall be established by the Secretary of State from
time to time, within limitations prescribed by law.
(d) Allowance. A special allowance in
lieu of per diem while traveling to and
from the United States may be established by the Secretary of State, within limitations prescribed by law.
(e) Tuition and related expenses. Tuition and related expenses in connection
with attendance at educational institutions, seminars and workshops, professional meetings or other events in
keeping with the purpose of the grant.
(f) Books and educational materials allowance. A reasonable allowance for
books and educational materials.
(g) Advance of funds. Advance of
funds including per diem.
§ 63.5 Grants to foreign participants to
study.
A citizen or national of a foreign
country who has been awarded a grant
to study may be entitled to any or all
of the following benefits when authorized by the Agency:
(a) Transportation. Accommodations,
as authorized, on steamship, airplane,
railway, or other means of conveyance.
For travel in a privately owned vehicle,
reimbursement will be accordance with
the provisions of the Federal Travel
Regulations.
(b) Excess baggage. Excess baggage as
deemed necessary by the Agency.
(c) Per diem allowance. Per diem allowance in lieu of subsistence expenses
while traveling (1) from point of entry
in the United States, its territories or
possessions to orientation centers and
while in attendance at such centers for
purposes of orientation, not to exceed
30 days, (2) to educational institutions
of affiliation, and (3) to point of departure and while participating in authorized field trips or conferences, shall be
established by the Secretary of State
from time to time, within limitations
prescribed by law.
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§ 63.6

22 CFR Ch. I (4–1–10 Edition)

(d) Allowances. (1) A maintenance allowance while present and in attendance at an educational institution, facility or organization, and
(2) A travel allowance in lieu of per
diem while traveling to and from the
United States may be established by
the Secretary of State, within limitations prescribed by law.
(e) Tuition. Tuition and related fees
for approved courses of study.
(f) Books and educational materials allowance. A reasonable allowance for
books and educational materials.
(g) Tutoring assistance. Special tutoring assistance in connection with approved courses of study.
(h) Advance of funds. Advance of
funds including per diem.
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§ 63.6 Assignment of United States
Government employees to consult,
lecture, teach, engage in research,
or demonstrate special skills.
An employee of the United States
Government who has been assigned for
service abroad to consult, lecture,
teach, engage in research, or demonstrate special skills, may be entitled
to any or all of the following benefits
when authorized by the Agency.
(a) Transportation. Transportation
and miscellaneous expenses in the
United States and abroad, including
baggage charges, and per diem in lieu
of subsistence at the maximum rates
allowable while in a travel status in accordance with the provisions of the
Federal Travel Regulations. The participant shall be considered as remaining in a travel status during the entire
period covered by his or her assignment unless otherwise designated.
(b) Advance of funds. Advances of per
diem as provided by law.
(c) Compensation. Compensation in
accordance with Civil Service rules; or
in accordance with the grade in which
the position occupied may be administratively classified; or Foreign Service
Act, as amended.
(d) Allowances for cost of living and living quarters. Allowances for living quarters, heat, fuel, light, and to compensate for the increased cost of living
in accordance with the Federal Travel
Regulations (Government Civilians,
Foreign Areas), when not in a travel

status as provided in paragraph (a) of
this section.
(e) Books and educational materials allowance. A reasonable allowance for
books and educational materials. Such
books and materials, unless otherwise
specified, shall be selected by the employee and purchased and shipped by
the Agency or its agent. At the conclusion of the assignment, the books and
educational materials shall be transferred to and become the property of an
appropriate local institution or be otherwise disposed of as directed by the
Agency.
(f) Families and effects. Cost of transportation of immediate family and
household goods and effects when going
to and returning from posts of assignment in foreign countries in accordance with the provisions of the Foreign
Service Regulations of the United
States of America.
§ 63.7 Grants to United States participants to consult, lecture, teach, engage in research, demonstrate special skills, or engage in specialized
programs.
A citizen or resident of the United
States who has been awarded a grant to
consult, lecture, teach, engage in research, demonstrate special skills, or
engage in specialized programs may be
entitled to any or all of the following
benefits when authorized by the Agency.
(a) Transportation. Transportation in
the United States and abroad, including baggage charges.
(b) Subsistence and miscellaneous travel
expenses. Per diem, in lieu of subsistence while in a travel status, at the
maximum rates allowable in accordance with the provisions of the Federal
Travel Regulations, unless otherwise
specified, and miscellaneous travel expenses, in the United States and
abroad. Alternatively, a travel allowance may be authorized to cover subsistence and miscellaneous travel expenses. The participant shall be considered as remaining in a travel status
during the entire period covered by his
or her grant unless otherwise designated.
(c) Orientation and debriefing within
the United States. For the purpose of
orientation and debriefing within the
United States, compensation, travel,
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